Oncogene amplification, a major driver of cancer pathogenicity, is often mediated through 33 focal amplification of genomic segments. Recent results implicate extrachromosomal 34 DNA (ecDNA) as the primary mechanism driving focal copy number amplification (fCNA) 35 -enabling gene amplification, rapid tumor evolution, and the rewiring of regulatory 36 circuitry. Resolving an fCNA's structure is a first step in deciphering the mechanisms of 37 its genesis and the subsequent biological consequences. Here, we introduce a powerful 38 new computational method, AmpliconReconstructor (AR), for integrating optical mapping 39 (OM) of long DNA fragments (>150kb) with next-generation sequencing (NGS) to resolve 40 fCNAs at single-nucleotide resolution. AR uses an NGS-derived breakpoint graph 41 alongside OM scaffolds to produce high-fidelity reconstructions. After validating 42 performance by extensive simulations, we used AR to reconstruct fCNAs in seven cancer 43 cell lines to reveal the complex architecture of ecDNA, breakage-fusion-bridge cycles, 44 and other complex rearrangements. By distinguishing between chromosomal and 45 extrachromosomal origins, and by reconstructing the rearrangement signatures 46 associated with a given fCNA's generative mechanism, AR enables a more thorough 47 understanding of the origins of fCNAs, and their functional consequences. 48 49 Main: 50 Oncogene amplification is a major driver of cancer pathogenicity 1-5 . Genomic signatures 51 of oncogene amplification include somatic focal Copy Number Amplifications (fCNAs) of 52 small (typically < 10Mbp) genomic regions 5,6 . Multiple mechanisms cause fCNAs 53
graph paths included both cyclic and non-cyclic paths with lengths varying from 260 kbp 140 to 2.8 Mbp (median 1.1 Mbp) and the number of graph segments varying from 3 to 47 141 (mean 17.5 segments; Supplemental Table 2 ). These paths were used as a reference to For each of the 85 simulation cases, we then ran AR on the corresponding breakpoint 147 graph and the de novo assembled contigs, and examined four different variables that 148 could affect the performance of AR. First, we tested AR performance using SegAligner 149 for OM alignment, versus AR using other OM alignment tools to replace SegAligner. 150 Second, we evaluated the performance of AR across a range of amplicon copy numbers. 151 Third, we measured performance with false edges present in the breakpoint graph. 152 Finally, we generated and tested mixtures of three similar amplicons from the same 153 samples, simulated with different amplicon copy numbers, to measure the effects of 154 potential amplicon heterogeneity on AR performance. We measured the accuracy of AR by computing precision and recall across the four 157 simulation conditions. As precision and recall could be quantified in multiple ways when 158 comparing ground-truth and reconstructed simulation paths, leading to different 159 understandings of performance, we described three ways of measuring the similarity of 160 the paths ("Length (bp)", "Nseg", "Breakpoint"; Methods -"Measuring AR simulation 161 performance"), based on the longest common substring (LCS) between ground-truth and 162 reconstructed path sequences. We report the "Length (bp)" measurement in the analysis 163 described here, while results with other measurements are presented in Supplemental 164 Table 2 and Supplemental Figure S3 . 165 166 AR using SegAligner achieved a mean F1 score (harmonic mean of the precision and 167 recall) of 0.88 for the highest copy number level (CN 20) and 0.68 for the lowest copy 168 number level (CN 2) ( Fig. 1i, Supplemental Fig. S3 , Supplemental Table 2 ). In contrast, 169 when OMBlast 28 or Bionano RefAligner 26, 29 were used in place of SegAligner, we noticed 170 a decrease in both precision and recall. For RefAligner and OMBlast, respectively, we 171 report mean F1 scores of 0.52, 0.43 for CN 20, and 0.42, 0.41 for CN 2. When imputation 172 was omitted from AR, the mean F1 score for CN 20 decreased from 0.88 to 0.70. We 173 observed similarly consistent trends using other methods of measuring precision and 174 recall -"Nseg" and "Breakpoint" (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). We saw a few cases of 175 'assembly failure,' where no paths differing from the reference genome involving the 176 amplicon segments were assembled. Figure 1i shows cumulative precision and recall 177 values for AR using SegAligner (with and without imputation), and with assembly failures 178 filtered. We additionally reported simulation F1 scores with and without filtering for 179 possible OM assembly failure (Supplemental Table 2 ).
181
False edges in the breakpoint graph increase the possible number of path imputations 182 that AR must consider, potentially leading to erroneous scaffolds. We designed another 183 simulation study where after simulating CN 20 amplicon OM data, additional false edges 184 were added between existing graph segments. We tested three scenarios with the 185 proportion of additional false edges ranging from 0%, 50% and 100% of the number of 186 true graph edges. The three scenarios resulted in nearly identical mean F1 scores of 187 0.881, 0.880, 0.881 across the 85 amplicon simulations (Supplemental Table 2 , 188 Supplemental Fig. S4a ), highlighting the robustness of the path imputation method. 189 190 To understand how AR performed when faced with structural heterogeneity, we designed 191 a simulation study involving 123 combinations of breakpoint graph paths where each 192 combination was derived from a single sample at varying copy number mixtures. We . We report mean F1 scores of 0.92, 0.89, and 0.91, respectively for the 196 three cases (Supplemental Table 2 ). To explain the increase in performance of the 197 mixture simulations as compared to the single amplicon simulations, we hypothesize that 198 the greater total number of molecules improved the assembly process. Regardless, the 199 high similarity between the precision and recall in each mixture case (Supplemental Fig. 200 S4b) indicates AR can reconstruct an accurate amplicon path even in the context of 201 heterogeneity. Based on these metrics, we found AR to be robust, and to outperform 202 other methods. To further demonstrate its ability to reconstruct a variety of complex 203 fCNAs, we ran AR on seven cancer cell lines with evidence of fCNA. 204 205 AR reconstructs ecDNA in multiple forms 206 Three cell lines in our data set were previously reported to contain ecDNA 5 -GBM39, 207 NCI-H460, and HK301. In a previous study 17 , we analyzed the glioblastoma multiforme 208 (GBM) cell line GBM39 using a preliminary version of AR that used RefAligner and 209 manual merging of graph segments, but without path imputation or scaffold linking 210 capabilities. Re-analysis reproduced an unambiguous 1.26 Mbp EGFRvIII-containing 211 circular ecDNA that was identical to the previously published structure 17 (Supplemental 212 Fig. S5 ). The entire structure was captured by a single non-circular OM contig, with 213 circularity confirmed by an overlapping graph segment aligned to both ends of the contig.
215
Previous studies of ecDNA have documented their integration into chromosomes over 216 time, linearizing and appearing as homogeneously staining regions (HSRs), often in non-217 native locations 5, 7, 15 . In a previous study 5 , The GBM cell line, HK301, had been 218 cytogenetically determined to have circular ecDNA; however, we observed from FISH 219 (fluorescence in situ hybridization) data that the sample's ecDNA had become HSR-like 220 at the time of this study ( Fig. 2a ). AA generated a breakpoint graph supporting 221 amplification of both EGFRvIII and EGFR wild-type ( Fig. 2c ), however an unambiguous 222 reconstruction from the graph alone was not possible. The AR reconstruction of the 223 HK301 fCNA indicated a complex and cyclic structure supported by three contigs (Fig.   224 2d), which explained 98.1% of the amplified genomic regions. The graph segments came 225 predominantly from chr7, but also included two small regions (2890 bp, 4591 bp) from 226 chr6 ( Fig. 2c,d ). We noted a ~20 kbp deletion inside EGFR, showing a lower CN than 227 the surrounding region, but which was still amplified over the baseline, non-amplicon 228 regions of chr7. This indicates heterogeneity of EGFR wild-type/vIII mutation status.
229
Despite the heterogenous status of this allele, AR reconstructed the EGFRvIII version -230 which is the dominant form of the amplicon (Fig. 2d ).
232
The lung cancer cell line NCI-H460 has previously been documented to bear MYC 233 amplification 30 , and our cytogenetic analysis showed evidence for both its HSR-like and 234 ecDNA amplification ( Fig. 2e,f ). Despite the heterogeneous nature of the amplicon's 235 integration status, AA generated a breakpoint graph for a contiguous 2.15 Mbp region of 236 chr8 ( Fig. 2g ). AR reconstructed a single 4.10 Mbp structure supported by five OM contigs 237 ( Fig. 2h ). This structure contained all amplified segments from the breakpoint graph and 238 explained the breakpoint graph segment copy number ratios of the duplicated segments.
239
For example, segment chr8: 129, 404, 591, 422 appeared 4 times, 240 chr8:128, 690, 404, 277 (carrying MYC & PVT1) appeared twice, 241 chr8: 129,591,423-129,911,811 appeared twice, and chr8:129,911,812-130,640,594 242 appeared once, making the ratios consistent with the estimated graph segment copy 243 numbers (46, 25, 25, 12, respectively; Fig. 2g ). The status of the long non-coding RNA 244 PVT1 (a known regulator of MYC) 31 on this amplicon is heterogeneous, as one copy of 245 PVT1 does not contain breakpoints, while the other shows a disrupted copy of PVT1. AR 246 also identified a self-inversion at the end of the amplicon (black arrows in Fig. 2h ), 247 suggestive of an alternating forward-backward orientation (segmental tandem 248 aggregation with inversion) of the amplicon in the agglomerated ecDNA.
250
In summary, AR reconstructed paths that were consistent with the expected copy number 251 ratios and graph structures in GBM39, HK301, and NCI-H460, explaining 99.9%, 98.1%, 252 and 100% of the amplified genomic content in the breakpoint graphs for each cell line, 253 respectively. Furthermore, the AR reconstructions of ecDNA in HSR-like form lend 254 additional evidence to the agglomerative model of ecDNA integration ( Fig. 2b) 8, 32, 33 . The BFB mechanism of genomic amplification involves the loss of telomeres and 314 subsequent fusion of two sister chromatids 12, 13 . In subsequent cellular division, the 315 asymmetric breaking of the fused dicentric chromosome structure results in one daughter 316 cell having an increased copy number of pieces of the previously fused chromosome. The 317 structure of various BFBs have been analyzed using cytogenetic techniques 14 and also 318 by computational models that predict a BFB mechanism based on copy number 319 counts 38, 39 . Both methods are imprecise, to a degree, and may fail to capture the fine 320 structure of the BFB or handle imprecise copy number counts and/or additional structural 321 variants (SVs) inside the BFB. We deployed AR on the HCC827 lung cancer cell line 322 where we AA and cytogenetics previously suggested a BFB containing EGFR, though an 323 unambiguous structure was not identifiable 5,6 .
325
We observed a banded pattern of EGFR and CEP7 (a chr7 centromeric D7Z1 repeat) in 326 a DNA FISH experiment on HCC827 cells, suggestive of a BFB mechanism ( Fig. 4a ). AA 327 generated a breakpoint graph of a 4.2 Mbp amplified region of chr7 containing EGFR 328 (Fig. 4b ). The amplified BFB segments in the AA output ranged in size from 217 kbp to 329 1176 kbp. AR enabled the reconstruction of 16 unique OM scaffolds which, when 330 combined, covered the entirety of a BFB structure ( Fig. 4c,d ). The five most informative 331 single scaffolds ranged in size from 750 kbp to 2.3 Mbp, containing multiple junctions 332 which validate the order and orientation of the BFB breakpoint graph segments, resulting 333 in a 9.4 Mbp BFB structure, hereafter referred to as a BFB repeat unit. The BFB repeat 334 unit was amplified across the chromosome (Fig. 4a , e-f). AR also revealed a region 335 outside the AA amplicon, near the centromere of chr7, which explained the observed 336 EGFR and CEP7 repeat ("F"). In segment "B", we observed both a 600 bp deletion across 337 the entire BFB repeat unit and an 11 kbp inversion. The latter is labeled throughout Figure   338 4 with a black asterisk and only appears when segment "B" is duplicated and inverted, 339 suggesting that the SV arose during the formation of the BFB.
341
When the AR scaffolds were combined with the copy number data present in the 342 breakpoint graph, we identified a single BFB structure, that was consistent with the 343 theoretical BFB model of BFB formation 40 . A putative sequence of BFB cycles and 344 additional structural variation that results in the final BFB structure is shown in Fig. 4f (also 345 Supplemental Fig. S9a,b ). Note that the copy number information and the theoretical 346 model together could not have reconstructed this BFB, as it contains heterogeneous 347 interior structural variants. We further validated the BFB patterning in HCC827 cells with 348 multi-FISH for segments "A", "C", and "D" from the BFB, using FISH ( In the renal cancer cell line, CAKI-2, AA generated a breakpoint graph spanning 12.0 373 Mbp, joining regions from chr3 and chr12 (Supplemental Fig. S11c,d ). Despite the lower 374 overall copy number of this amplicon (~5), AR still reconstructed a 13.1 Mbp amplicon 375 explaining 99.9% of the amplified genomic content in the AA-detected fCNA. Both 376 amplicons for CAKI-2 and T47D appear to be intrachromosomal events given the AR 377 results.
379
Across the focal amplifications we studied in seven cancer cell lines, we reported 64 380 individual amplified breakpoints detected by both AA and validated by AR (Supplemental 381   Table S3 ). We also reported a summary of reconstruction findings for each sample and 382 provided a list of reconstructed paths in Supplemental Table S4 . Taken together, our data Genomic structural heterogeneity is problematic for any genome reconstruction, including 407 focal amplifications and the structure of fCNA in stable cell lines may evolve over time.
408
Despite the change in topology between linear HSR-like and circular ecDNA fCNAs, the 409 breakpoint graphs between both circular and linear forms of the same samples are highly 410 similar 6 , suggesting ecDNA genomic structure is often not altered during reintegration. 411 We further note that assembled OM contigs may fail to capture rare instances of structural 412 heterogeneity in the genome. However, previous results suggest that focal amplifications 413 conferring a fitness advantage to cancer cells are clonally amplified 5,43 , allowing for an 414 accurate reconstruction of the dominant structure. We have not yet adapted AR to accept breakpoint graphs generated by other tools or to 437 accept breakpoint graphs derived from more balanced rearrangements -though the AR 438 algorithm is designed to handle them if an accurate breakpoint graph was provided as 439 input. Furthermore, recent advances in other long-range sequencing technologies 45 440 highlight the need to adapt the AR algorithm to work with more general long-read 441 technologiesan aspect we plan to address in future development. Acquisition of WGS data 484 We previously published 5,6 WGS data to SRA for six of the seven cancer cell lines 485 (GBM39, NCI-H460, HCC827, HK301, K562, T47D) analyzed here. For CAKI-2, we used 486 WGS data published by the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia on SRA. A list of SRA 487 accession numbers used is available in Supplemental Table 1 . subsequently analyzed with AmpliconArchitect. AmpliconArchitect outputs a breakpoint 496 graph encoding segmented CN calls and the discordant reads connecting the segments. 497 We note that in most cases identical amplicon regions are identified when CNV caller 498 ReadDepth 51 is used for seeding instead.
500
We standardized the breakpoint graph generation process into a workflow called 501 PrepareAA, available on Github: https://github.com/jluebeck/PrepareAA. We used the Table 5 ). SegAligner also supports multiple modes of alignment including 548 semi-global, fitting, and overlap alignment. 
562
-P is a matrix storing backtracking references 563 -U is a set storing reference segment label to contig label pairings which have 564 already been used in previous iterations of the alignment process.
565
-d is the width of the band to consider for a banded alignment (default 6).
566
-M is a map which relates each label, j on a genomic segment, x, to the estimated 567 probabilities for the left neighbor and right neighbor of j, that j and a neighbor would 568 be observed as a single label (i.e. "collapse"). Values used to parameterize the scoring function and label collapse map generation 586 function given below are provided in Supplemental Table S1 . Fig. S1c ). SegAligner captures that behavior in its scoring method, by 603 precomputing the number of expected labels appearing in a collapsed label-set, given the 604 reference.
606
To compute probabilities of label collapse, we assume a model in which the probability 607 that a label at position r has merged with its right neighbor at position s is given by 608 ( → ) = min (1, ( ( − ) )). A genomic segment may appear multiple times in an optical map contig.
618
Parameterizations of , and are parameterized separately depending on the Bionano 619 instrument used (Supplemental Table 5 ). SegAligner uses a set (U) to keep track of the 620 pairings of segment labels (q) and reference labels (j) which form each significant high-621 scoring alignment. After a best-scoring alignment is found, the label pairings (j,q) are 622 added to U. Subsequent alignments of that segment cannot re-use any pairings in U. This 623 limits the creation of many nearly identical local alignments which differ by small indels, 624 only one of which (the best scoring) is useful from a practical standpoint. We also placed 625 a threshold on the number of times a single segment can be aligned to a single contig, 626 so that low-complexity segments do not cause the aligner to stall (default 12). parameters in the E-value model. We note that this region of the HSP scoring distribution 638 tends to behave linearly (Supplemental Fig. S1c ), allowing for a linear regression 639 approach to parameter estimation. where m is the size of the combined collection of contig labels, is the number of labels 650 on the reference segment, and S is the alignment score. As K and are unknown and Thus, the score-cutoff * corresponding to a given probability, P, for segment r, is
SegAligner assigns to each reference segment a score which corresponds to the p-value 662 cutoff for alignment significance. Default p-values are; 10 -4 for semi-global alignment, 663 10 -6 for overlapping alignment, and 10 -9 for detection of new genomic reference segments 664 aligning to contigs where the reference segment is not specified in the provided 665 breakpoint graph segments (detection mode). SegAligner also computes the mean and 666 median of segment-contig label pair alignment scores for each alignment exceeding the 667 significance thresholds. Statistically significant scoring alignments failing mean and 668 median thresholds (Supplemental Table 2 ) are filtered out. By default, AR attempts to 669 align graph segments with at least 10 (Irys) or 12 (Saphyr) labels in the segment.
670
However, the fitting mode of alignment only requires two endpoint labels, and so it is used 671 in the path imputation step in AR. 1) The multiplicity of the segments in the candidate path must always remain less 710 than or equal to the copy number of the segment as specified in the breakpoint 711 graph.
712
2) If a candidate path reaches the destination vertex, its length in base-pair units must 713 not be more than min(25000,10000 ) shorter than the distance between the 714 source and destination vertices as expected given the scaffold backbone, where 715
Lp is the length of the path in number of segments. As constraint #4 may cause failure of the DFS whereby a tractable number of paths is not 726 found, AR implements a constrained BFS search as a fallback option, which is used when 727 the DFS fails for that reason. By parsimony, shorter paths between two nodes are more 728 likely to be correct, thus AR applies the same set of criteria for the BFS search, with the 729 threshold in constraint #4 increased to 2 16 .
731
All valid candidate imputation paths discovered by AR are scored by a fitting alignment 732 procedure using SegAligner. To score a candidate path, the ordered path segments, as 733 well as the first and last labels on the source and destination endpoints, are converted to 734 a compound CMAP composed of the concatenated CMAPs of the individual segments.
735
A fitting alignment is performed between the compound CMAP and the region of the 736 contig between the alignment endpoints, using SegAligner. The path with the alignment 737 score which most improves the junction score is kept. If no valid candidate path improves 738 the score of the junction, it remains unimputed. The scaffold is then updated to contain 739 the imputed breakpoint graph path. AR iterates over all the segment multiplicities in the reconstructed path, and at each 767 multiplicity level determines the maximum estimated genomic copy number of path 768 segments with that multiplicity. If a path segment has a multiplicity that is greater than the 769 genomic copy number of that segment divided by the maximum copy number of all 770 segments with multiplicities less than the given segment, then the path violates the copy 771 number ratio check. AR allows each segment in the reconstructed path to exceed by 1 772 copy the copy number expected given the ratio between breakpoint graph copy numbers 773 and segment multiplicity. If np is the multiplicity of segment n in the candidate path, P, and 774 ng is the copy number of graph segment n in the breakpoint graph, then np must satisfy Furthermore, no rotation of the path sequence may be a subsequence of a previously 786 identified unique path. AR assess subsequence paths by computing a longest common 787 substring between a candidate path and a previously identified unique path (Algorithm 3).
788
As the paths are first sorted by total alignment score prior to the iterative approach, this 789 method is a greedy algorithm which prioritizes long, heavy paths as being more likely to 790 be identified as unique non-subsequence paths. AR categorizes paths as being cyclic if 791 the first and last scaffold graph node in the path are the same, and the path length is Simulation of amplicons to measure AR performance 812 We used OMSim 56 (version 1.0) to simulate Bionano Irys OM data from the hg19 813 reference as well as from 85 non-trivial paths (i.e. not directly consistent with the reference 814 genome) in AA-generated breakpoint graphs from 25 cancer samples, including both 815 cyclic and non-cyclic breakpoint graph paths. OM molecules were simulated at 40x 816 baseline coverage for each chromosome arm in hg19. The combined hg19 maps from all 817 arms were assembled into a set of OM contigs using Bionano Assembler (version 5122).
818
A similar process was performed using high-confidence breakpoint graph paths, which 819 were converted to FASTA format and used for map simulation. For each simulated path, 820 molecules were simulated at a range of copy numbers, and simulated molecules from the 821 chromosome arm(s) (downsampled to the appropriate CN) from which the path segments 822 came were combined and de novo assembled into OM contigs with BioNano Assembler.
823
The resulting contigs from each amplicon simulation were combined with the previously 824 simulated reference contigs and used as input to AR. For combination sets of three 825 amplicons from the same sample, a similar downsampling and combination strategy was 826 used, where molecules from each of the three amplicon simulations was separately 827 downsampled based on the copy number settings of the mixture then combined. As 828 heterogeneous combinations of amplicons may occur at different ratios, we selected three 829 sets of copy numbers for this combination simulation cases: 20-20-20, 20-15-10, and 20-830 2-2.
832
Measuring AR simulation performance 833 We computed the longest common substring (LCS) between the AR paths and the 834 ground-truth path and considered only the path having the LCS between AR and AA paths 835 when computing precision and recall. We define the LCS here using the identities of the 836 breakpoint graph segments and their orientations. We pre-filtered some possible 837 assembly error reflected in the paths by removing ends of reconstructed paths which were 838 trivial reconstructions of the reference genome and which were not supported by the AA 839 path. To measure the accuracy of AR-reconstructed paths against the ground truth 840 simulated paths, we developed a set of three measurements which were used in 841 calculating performance and recall. We define precision and recall as follows, where M is the path measurement function 851 (Length (bp), Nsegs, or Breakpoint), LCS is the longest common substring function, PAA 852 is the sequence of segments in the AA path, and PAR is the sequence of segments in the 853 reconstructed AR path:
To summarize the precision and recall metrics in a single value, we computed a mean F1 858 score across all the simulated amplicons for a given set of simulation conditions as the relative positions are converted to polar coordinates and a circular layout is formed.
872
We also developed a visualization utility for visualizing JSON-encoded scaffold graphs 873 formed by AR using CytoscapeJS (Supplemental Fig. S2c ). ] a, Workflow to produce the necessary inputs for AR. AR accepts OM data in the consensus map (CMAP) format. b, High-level overview of the AR method, where the inputs and outputs are shown outside the grey box representing the AR wrapper. The green loop-back arrow on the SegAligner module represents the identification of reference segments not encoded in the breakpoint graph. c, A breakpoint graph with N segments. d, In silico digestion of breakpoint graph segments (orientation given by +/-) from c to produce graph OM segments. e, Alignment of graph OM segments to OM contigs produces a scaffold of segment-contig alignments. f, AR uses the structure of the breakpoint graph to identify paths between scaffold alignment endpoints which are also paths in the breakpoint graph. AR generates composite optical maps from combined path segments to score each candidate path against the gap in the scaffold. g, AR identifies a candidate path with maximum score out of the possible imputed paths between two alignments. h, AR links individual scaffolds sharing overlap between graph segments. The resulting graph has two types of edges, allowed (grey) and forbidden (red). i, Cumulative precision and recall curves based on simulated OM data for AR using SegAligner, calculated with the Length (bp) LCS metric. Line color indicates the copy number (CN) of the simulated amplicon. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. b, Theoretical model for the integration of circular extrachromosomal DNA into HSR-like amplicons, preserving the structure of breakpoint graph. c, AA-generated breakpoint graph for HK301 containing EGFR and also segments from chr6. The coloring of the graph edges represents the orientation of the junction between the two segments. Edge thickness indicates AA-estimated breakpoint copy number. Vertical dashed lines separate segments from different chromosomes while dotted lines indicate distinct genomic regions from the same chromosome. Numbering of breakpoint edges corresponds with AR reconstruction breakpoint numbering. d, Cyclic AR reconstruction of HK301 amplicon containing EGFRvIII. Breakpoint graph edges supported by the AA graph are numbered in a manner corresponding to the numbering in panel c. e, FISH with DAPI-stained metaphase chromosomes in NCI-H460 shows HSR-like MYC amplicon. Scale bar indicates 7.3 µm. f, FISH with DAPI-stained metaphase chromosomes in NCI-H460 showing extrachromosomal MYC amplicon. Scale bar indicates 7.3 µm. g, AA-generated breakpoint graph for
